
fluency poems
MY SHORT VOWELS

NAME __________________________________________________________________



The Bat

There was a bat
who had a hat.

She wrote notes on her pad.
She went to the lab
so she could grab

her mom, brother, and dad.
She took a pan
and a giant fan,

and when she got there, 
they were glad.

short a 
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When I Went Out

I went to get some gas,
so I could cut the grass.

Then, I got sap
on my baseball cap.
I got a lawn bag

and washed the sap with a rag.
And then, I went back

to our little shack.

short a 
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Pens

I went to the store to buy a pen.
There were too many kinds, so I bought ten.

I took them home and sat on my bed.
I drew in lots of colors, but mostly red.

I drew a jet
and a picture of my pet.

I drew a seashell.
The pictures looked swell! 

short e 
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Helen the Hen

Helen was a hen
who lived by a pigpen.

Her best friend was Jeb.
He lived in a web.

They went down to the well
to sit down for a spell.

Then, they went to the shed
because it was time to be fed. 

short e 
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The Bib 

The boy put on a bib,
so he could eat a rib.

He closed it with a pin.
Now, he could wipe his chin.

If he has a drip,
he can clean it in a zip.

“I will get one for my twin,”
he said with a grin.

short i
family



My Kit

I have a dress-up kit.
I love to play with it.

It is so much fun for a kid.
I carefully open the lid.

I take out a wig,
and then I dance a jig.

For my next trick,
I’ll dress up as a stick!

short i
family



Making Dinner

Mom got the pot.
It was very hot.

She put in a pea pod
and a piece of cod.
Then, she asked Bob

for some corn on the cob.
She started to chop

and got some bottles of pop.
She put on a smock.

Dinner is at five o’clock! 

short o 
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One Hot Day

One day in June, it was so hot!
I took a long nap on my cot.

I woke up and played with my top,
and had a snack of chips and pop.

I sat in the shade with my faithful dog.
We watched the birds and saw a frog.

We found some smooth and pretty rocks.
Then, we went inside to play with blocks.

short o 
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At the Beach

At the beach, I went to the hut.
I got some popcorn and a nut.

I got myself a super sub,
and Mom got herself a popcorn tub.

We got some water in a cup,
and we gave it to our pup.

We sat down and enjoyed the sun.
I love the beach, it’s so much fun! 

short u 
family



The Little Bug

The little black bug
gave his mother a hug.
He also gave her a bud.
They looked at the rug,

and saw their friend, Slug.
He was all covered with mud.

The slug did a shrug,
then cuddled up nice and snug.

So Bug jumped down with a “thud!” 

short u 
family
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There was a bat
who had a hat.

She wrote notes on her pad.
She went to the lab
so she could grab

her mom, brother, and dad.
She took a pan
and a giant fan,

and when she got there, 
they were glad.



When I Went Out
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I went to get some gas,
so I could cut the grass.

Then, I got sap
on my baseball cap.
I got a lawn bag

and washed the sap with a rag.
And then, I went back

to our little shack.



Pens
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I went to the store to buy a pen.
There were too many kinds, so I bought ten.

I took them home and sat on my bed.
I drew in lots of colors, but mostly red.

I drew a jet
and a picture of my pet.

I drew a seashell.
The pictures looked swell! 



Helen the Hen
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Helen was a hen
who lived by a pigpen.

Her best friend was Jeb.
He lived in a web.

They went down to the well
to sit down for a spell.

Then, they went to the shed
because it was time to be fed. 



The Bib 
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The boy put on a bib,
so he could eat a rib.

He closed it with a pin.
Now, he could wipe his chin.

If he has a drip,
he can clean it in a zip.

“I will get one for my twin,”
he said with a grin.



My Kit
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I have a dress-up kit.
I love to play with it.

It is so much fun for a kid.
I carefully open the lid.

I take out a wig,
and then I dance a jig.

For my next trick,
I’ll dress up as a stick!



Making Dinner
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Mom got the pot.
It was very hot.

She put in a pea pod
and a piece of cod.
Then, she asked Bob

for some corn on the cob.
She started to chop

and got some bottles of pop.
She put on a smock.

Dinner is at five o’clock! 



One Hot Day
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One day in June, it was so hot!
I took a long nap on my cot.

I woke up and played with my top,
and had a snack of chips and pop.

I sat in the shade with my faithful dog.
We watched the birds and saw a frog.

We found some smooth and pretty rocks.
Then, we went inside to play with blocks.



At the Beach
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At the beach, I went to the hut.
I got some popcorn and a nut.

I got myself a super sub,
and Mom got herself a popcorn tub.

We got some water in a cup,
and we gave it to our pup.

We sat down and enjoyed the sun.
I love the beach, it’s so much fun! 



The Little Bug
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The little black bug
gave his mother a hug.
He also gave her a bud.
They looked at the rug,

and saw their friend, Slug.
He was all covered with mud.

The slug did a shrug,
then cuddled up nice and snug.

So Bug jumped down with a “thud!” 


